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Answer all the following questions: [70 Marks]

Q.1 (A) Show that the set of functions {sin(nnx)\ , n = !,2rg, ...are

(B) Expand the function f (x) = x in terms of sin(nftx),on the interval

(9,-1) qsiqg-$e-g-9r-9l4!z-94le-vT'-9li9ll-99:- - Il [*-F:l
o

(C)SolvetheP.D.E y =A'*+(sin Sxls-2t ,0 < x < n, t  >O.
At Ox'z

Subject to the boundary conditions: u(0,f) = 0, u(n,tl - |
and initial condition u(x,O) = 0 [s Marks]

(D) Consider the following PDE
^2du ouo- - - 6 _ _ 4 - l

Oxo At
0<x<1,  f  >0

Subject to: u(x, O) - O, u(0, t1 = 9, and. W 
= ,

State the tlpe of the equation (parabolic, elliptic or hyperbolic) and
the boundary conditions (Dirchlet, Neumman, Robin or mixed) then
solve the equation for u(x,t).

ts) E p,.i; ;;ch ;au-atio' l' Gffi; or.ilili;l; A;rdd;i"i; 
Jq lt-qltsl

( i) zx*a -s (ii) *2 * U2 = 36 [a Marks]

(F) , Prove that the function u = 2x(r - U) is harmonic.

ii) Find a function u such that f(z) =t! + f u is analytic.

ldi) Express f(z) in terms of z. [f2 Marks]

(G) Find the cube root of 1o using Newton-Raphson method,
takexo = 2.L .

U2

[6 Markel



(A) (i)findtherealrootoftheequation *3 - x- 7L = O inthe

interval 2 < x < 3 usingthemethodofbisection.

(ii) Discuss (.;.lu1with graphs three drawbacks (+.l*") of Newton-
Raphson method for solving non linear algebraic equation. [a Marks]

(B) (i) Solve the following equation x 
"* 

- 2 : O, using Newton-

Raphson method. Take xo = O, make two iterations.
24

(ii) Use the formula cosh(x) x 7 * 
t 

* a ,o evaluate cosh(x) and
z! q!

find the truncation error

rct 0se Eul;it a;A Runs-KuttdJ,r;o6, methda td sol"e tlG afn;*l#Tiqt
da2

equat ion - :--  A-x- +r toobtainthevalueof y atx= o.4
clx

knowingthat y(O) = 0.5 (take h=0.4).

(D) Gilen i[e fo]liffins lffiil svstem of algeriiiic equ-itioni-'-'-'- 
- 19-Lts*sl

4+4xs+2xs=75
2xr+ Xz + Sxs :79

3xr+ xz* xe :8

(l) If you solve this system without ordering the equations, What. do
you expect? Discuss the convergence of this system through
Scarbora criteria.

(ii) Order your equations in an appropriate way. Use Gauss-Seidel
iterative method to make two iterations

[6 Marks]

(E) Show that the function w = f(z) = 22 + 32 is analytic. Then

I
evaluate lf@dz along

a
(i) The straight line from (z,o) to (o,z)
(ii) The straight line from (z,o) to (z,z) and then to (o,e).

6 Marke
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